Being a family lawyer and being child focused — A question of priorities?

Cate Banks*

This article provides empirical data that challenges current perceptions about the role of the family lawyer in the family breakdown discourse. It demonstrates how the dichotomous perception that family lawyers are aggressive, self-interested litigators or impartial adversarial advocates may not be well-founded. Data from this study suggests an alternative model. Acknowledging the lawyer as a subjective participant on a very complex journey with a client is a more realistic portrayal of what family lawyers do from day to day. This article focuses on lawyers understandings of being child focused, how those understandings are incorporated into their family law practice and what challenges they present. The analysis suggests that lawyers who identify as child focused often face ethical challenges that they do not feel well equipped to deal with.

Introduction

The emphasis on the child has become an integral part of family law discourse. Much of the shift towards a child focused ideal has come from the reforms contained in the Family Law Reform Act 1995 (Cth) enacted in 1996, replacing concepts of custody, access and guardianship, with children’s rights and parents’ responsibilities.1 The Children Act 1989 (UK) was a significant point of reference for these changes.2 Internationally, the signing of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCROC) by Australia in 1990 gave added impetus to the primacy of children in family law. Since 1995, the resolution of family breakdown has seen the increasing participation of a variety of professionals including social workers, psychologists, marriage counsellors, mediators and domestic violence workers. The contracting out of services from the Family Court led the way for wider social science sector
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involvement, precipitating external debates about how family law works. Studies about the impact of separation and divorce have become more persuasive and acceptable in the legal community and research related to the effects of conflict on children, age-stage considerations for contact orders, child inclusive mediation and interagency collaboration has resulted in changes within the family law system.

In 2003, the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Family and Community Affairs suggested that child focused practice should be adopted as widely as possible as a way of counteracting some of the negative impacts of the adversarial system. The Best Practices Principles by the Family Law Council in 2004 although not binding in any way to lawyers, implicitly indicated that being child focused was an important aspect of family law practice. The Family Court has also made some significant shifts away from the traditional adversarial processes and the Magellan and Columbus projects are early examples of this. The Children’s Cases Program which has now been rolled out across all court registries, is the most contemporary example. In the Children’s Cases Program, now known as the Less Adversarial Trial, a more inquisitorial approach has been adopted to try and resolve all children’s matters, which is a significant departure from the traditional adversarial means of resolving family law disputes. Lawyers have had to make significant changes in their practices as these new and innovative ways of managing
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Background

The Family Law (Shared Parental Responsibility) Act 2006, which commenced operation in July 2006, heralds yet another change in the management of relationships following family breakdown. These latest child focused reforms have been promoted by the Commonwealth Attorney-General as ‘a cultural shift in how family separation is managed: away from litigation and towards cooperative parenting’. The aim of the reform is to move away from the traditional adversarial processes to non-adversarial processes in order to institute a more child focused regime:

The new laws reflect the Government’s belief that two factors are of primary importance in addressing the interests of children in family breakdowns — the right of the child to have a meaningful relationship with both parents, and the protection of the child from harm.

According to the rhetoric, focusing on the children in non-adversarial processes encourages cooperative parenting and enables parents to make better post-separation decisions and thus furthers the best interests of the children. This is the stated rationale behind the Family Relationship Centres where separating parents will participate in counselling and mediation without the purported adversarial baggage of lawyers, the court and the threat of litigation.

It is fair to say that the general opinion about the role of lawyers in family breakdown has not always been positive. Indeed, during the public hearings of the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Family and Community Affairs negative descriptions about family lawyers were common from members of the public.

One common perception was that lawyers were self interested and motivated by financial gain:

It has come to my attention in a lot of the cases that I have seen over the years that lawyers do tend to address their own issues. They are there often not for the initial comfort and support of their client but more for financial gain, which is quite acceptable on the grounds that that is what they choose to do for a living, so I do not think they should be penalised for that.

Not surprisingly, the lawyers were inherently adversarial:
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13 For some examples about negative perceptions see these oral submissions at Every Picture Inquiry, above n 5 — Private Witness, FCA 34 — Monday 1 September (PM) 2003; Witness 3 FCA 42 at [2] Monday 1 September (PM) 2003; Mr Price — Committee Member FCA 43 at [2], Monday 1 September (PM) 2003; FCA 12 at [8] Monday 1 September (AM) 2003; FCA 46 at [2] Monday 1 September (AM) 2003; Andrew secretary of the Non Custodial Parents Party, FCA 53 at [2], Monday 1 September (AM) 2003; Witness FCA 5 at [6].
14 Private Witness, FCA 34 — Monday 1 September (PM) 2003.
A lawyer does not feed his family by having two people sitting down and sorting it out. They are in the business to make money and, to make money, they need two parties to fight against each other. Therefore, the desire to have a couple sort this out in mediation is not there, right from the top end. I believe it should be in place. It is not being encouraged, and it is not working.15

During the course of the Inquiry, the Chair of the Committee declared her opinion about lawyers’ roles when she said, ‘The mere fact that lawyers, solicitors et cetera are involved makes it a win-lose situation’.16 In addition, a leading advocate of child focused and child inclusive practice also made his views clear:

Lawyers advise clients on the basis of what courts have done in the past and it could be argued that that is essentially what lawyers have to offer.17

According to these views lawyers must become less adversarial, more collaborative and more child focused in their practice if they are to remain a viable stakeholder in the family breakdown sector. Indeed, being child focused means that lawyers would need to understand the impact of separation and conflict on children and to seek to improve the quality of post-separation relationships between parents by attenuating conflict and, where necessary, referring clients to relevant family breakdown professionals. Being child focused means that lawyers would need to shift their gaze away from their clients and onto the child, and this may mean that lawyers would need to prioritise the child in their family dispute management practices. But, the idea of child focused practice derives from a therapeutic context, which is expressed in very discipline specific terms. As a result, prominence has been given in the discourse about the ways in which child focused practice works in a mediation or counselling style environment. However, it is not clear how these ideals should and do translate across the board.

Training lawyers — Changing the Face of Practice

While there has been significant discussion about the success of child focused practice within the disciplines of psychology, mediation and family therapy in family law disputes,18 there has been little socio-legal discussion that investigates what child focused practice may mean to family law practitioners. In 2003, the Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department initiated a national training program named Changing the Face of Practice which was
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15 Private Witness 1 — Thursday, 4 September 2003 (Noon), FCA 5 at [6].
16 Mrs Kay Hull, Every Picture Inquiry, above n 5 — Wyong, Sunday 26 October 2003, FCA 57.
designed to provide some assistance for legal practitioners as the move to more child focused regime became a reality.  

During the program, family law practitioners with varying degrees of experience consistently queried their ability to focus on the interests of children whilst balancing their other duties in family law, in particular a duty to the client and a duty to the court. They also expressed major difficulties in dealing with self-represented litigants whose interests in preparing for and proceeding to litigation may not be child focused. Their concerns reflected the difficulties involved in ensuring the best outcomes for children in family law.

The government’s support of the project, Changing the Face of Practice, appeared to show some commitment to providing skills and education for legal practitioners working within the adversarial framework of family law whilst acknowledging the dilemmas of best practice in supporting both the court and the parents in their respective roles. All stakeholders and participants noted an increasing awareness that outcomes for children in family law matters could be improved. A training manual and CD Rom were developed as part of the national training program to provide family law practitioners with information about the concept of child focused practice.

At the same time that Changing the Face of Practice was being delivered, the Attorney-General’s Department also funded the Children in Focus program, which was aimed mainly at private and community-based mediators/conciliators and counsellors who were working in the area of family dispute resolution. This program was specifically targeted to assist professionals in addressing the needs of parents in high conflict after separation and focused on models of ‘post separation education’.

In contrast to the Changing the Face of Practice program, the Children in Focus program was well attended and was given additional funding to continue the training. While child focused practice research and education in mediation circles has continued to gain momentum and popularity, programs identifying and providing training in the professional strategies deemed necessary for lawyers have not fulfilled their early promise. An evaluation of the programs by the Institute of Arbitrators and Mediators suggested that little was known about child focused family law practice and that a more detailed understanding might explain the apparent lack of patronage by lawyers.

19 N Webb and L Moloney, ‘Child focused Development Programs for Family Dispute Professionals: Recent Steps in the Evolution of Family Dispute Strategies in Australia’ (2003) 9 Jnl of Family Studies 1 at 23. This program was run in conjunction with Griffith University Law School and Relationships Australia.

20 In Queensland, these can be found in more detail in 2004 Barristers Rule and the Solicitor’s Handbook (QLS).

21 Personal Communication, January 2004, with a member of the training team.

22 Webb and Moloney, above n 19. This program was managed by the Australian Institute of Primary Care at Latrobe University, principal consultants were Jenn McIntosh, Lawrie Moloney and Tom Fisher.

23 Webb and Moloney, above n 19.

The Changing the Face of Practice program provided us with anecdotal evidence that family lawyers identified with the ideals of child focused practice, but also faced varying degrees of internal and professional conflict in what they believed to be a delicate balancing act between competing ethical interests. As the discourse has been somewhat dominated by practitioners from a therapeutic tradition and has been structured in a manner that relies on perceptions rather than empirical evidence about lawyers’ role in the adversarial system, we embarked on this research in order to test those perceptions empirically.25

**Focus of study**

The aim of this research was to understand how family lawyers address the best interest principle in their practice, the strategies and techniques they use in conducting matters involving children and whether these practices are situation dependent or relatively constant. The underlying goal was to build an understanding of what family lawyers think it means to be child focused. Given much of the literature is heavily normative and is predicated on an assumption that the meaning of child focused practice is shared between disciplines we did not ask lawyers to define the concept of child focused practice. Our aim was to get a natural and ordinary understanding of what being child focused might actually mean for practitioners in the family law system and their practice of law. We saw this process of elaboration as an important first step in gaining more insight into the role family lawyers take in the resolution of relationship breakdown.

**Methodology**

The project was limited to Queensland lawyers as it was the home state of the researchers and there were budgetary and time constraints. We did a random mail out to approximately 250 family lawyers, both accredited and non-accredited, inviting them to participate in the study. The response rate was 20.8%, which is slightly higher than other socio-legal research of this nature.26 All the participants identified as family law lawyers and were selected from contact details supplied on the Queensland Law Society website and the Yellow Pages online. Practitioners practising in metropolitan, regional and rural centres were selected to ensure that there was a cross section of employment types and locations. Great effort was taken to get a representative sample of family lawyers, however it is acknowledged that there may have been some self-selection bias.

The interviews were semi-structured, thus allowing the practitioner sufficient scope to explore the issues in more detail.27 Interviews were
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conducted face to face or via telephone and then transcribed. An *abductive research strategy* was used meaning that data generation, theory and data analysis were developed dialectically.\(^{28}\)

**Sources of Data**

We interviewed 42 lawyers throughout Queensland. A slight majority of the participants were female (\(n=23\)); the majority worked in law firms (\(n=35\)) and the group was roughly representative of Australian population distribution.\(^{29}\) All of the participants had spent relatively equal time in practice and a slight majority were accredited (\(n=23\)). Those lawyers engaged in a greater proportion of family law matters also worked predominantly on cases involving children.

In summary, we found that:

- Most lawyers consider themselves to be child focused;
- Many lawyers see their duty to the child as equal to their duty to the court and client;
- Most lawyers experience a conflict between those duties at some stage;
- Lawyers employ strategies to manage those conflicts; and
- Most lawyers change their practices when negotiating with a self represented litigant.

Lawyers identified as child focused, but they grappled with how to balance their ethical duties\(^{30}\) with their determination to serve the best interests of the child.

**A critical morality**

During their interviews, all of the participating lawyers acknowledged that their judgement was constrained by applicable rules of professional responsibility, which most considered to be ethically obligatory. But rules of professional conduct do not define a moral approach, nor do they 'provide a basis for considering what values should motivate lawyer behaviour and
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29 In addition to asking participants what sort of organisation they worked in, we sought to understand the geographical distribution by asking them the postcode of their workplace. The participants categorised into four groups, based on the Australian Bureau of Statistics Views on Remoteness, major city (\(n=26\)); outer city (\(n=5\)), inner regional (\(n=9\)) and very remote (\(n=2\)). The participants were roughly representative of Australian population distribution, based on the Australian Bureau of Statistics, Outcomes of ABS Views on Remoteness Consultation, Australia, Catalogue No 1244.0.00.001, 2001, p 17.

choices about what kind of lawyer to be’. Christine Parker provides a typology that suggests that the different ethical challenges faced by lawyers can be distilled into four questions:

- To what extent are a lawyer’s ethics determined by any special social role they ought to fill?
- How do a lawyer and their client relate to each other over ethical issues?
- What is the lawyer’s responsibility to law and justice?
- To what extent should a lawyer ensure they care for people and their relationships?

Her argument is that there are four approaches that can be taken to legal ethics. These include: the adversarial advocate, the responsible lawyer, the moral activist and the relational lawyer. Our data suggests that it is this fourth model of legal ethics, the relational lawyer, that best describes how family lawyers have been practising family law; it explains their commitment to being child focused and provides an understanding of the tensions inherent in the practice of family law. Before discussing this fourth model in depth, I will describe each approach briefly.

Both the adversarial advocate and the responsible lawyer accept that lawyer’s ethics are ‘special ethics’ because they are defined by the role of the lawyer in the legal framework and in society. The adversarial advocate, the most predominant and familiar of the ethical roles for lawyers, requires partisanship and neutrality. In other words, the role of the lawyer is to vigorously pursue the interest of their client within the boundaries of the law (partisanship), with no personal moral expectations about justice or public interest (neutrality). This approach fits well with the reliance of the adversarial system on the advocates’ skill in representing their party’s positions within the boundaries of the law:

[Lawyers] are expected and even encouraged to exploit every loophole in the rules, take advantage of every one of their opponents’ tactical mistakes or oversights, and stretch every legal or factual interpretation to favour their clients. The guiding premise of the entire system is that maintaining the integrity of rights-guarding procedures is more important than obtaining convictions or enforcing the substantive law against its violators.

The responsible lawyer, on the other hand defines the role of the lawyer somewhat differently, shifting the focus subtly away from the client and onto the lawyer’s role as an officer of the court and upholder of the legal system. Responsible lawyers are independent to the extent that they moderate a client’s desire to exact maximum benefit from the legal system with what they
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33 Ibid.
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perceive as a responsibility to contribute to the effectiveness and enforcement of substantive law. As Parker says it is a combination of creative technical skill with:

a sense of social and legal responsibility and the vigorous pursuit of clients’ interests; lawyers who do not demand ‘dumb, literal obedience to every rule but creative forms of compliance that, although aiming to minimize cost and disruption to the company, effectively still realize the regulation’s basic purpose’.

As with the adversarial advocate, the responsible lawyer does not engage with personal moral beliefs. Once again, this is because both models look inwards for their ethical standards. The adversarial advocate looks towards her or his social role within the adversarial system and the responsible lawyer looks towards her or his role as a public officer of the court within the law itself. For these two models, it would not be appropriate to apply general standards of morality. The other two models, moral activist and relational lawyer, have very different foci and these will be discussed in turn.

Whereas the adversarial advocate and the responsible lawyer apply ‘special ethics’ defined by role, the moral activist and relational lawyer apply general ethics to their legal practice, albeit in different ways. Moral activism, a term coined by David Luban, often leads lawyers to engage in politicised law reform activities and into roles where the representation of people is instrumental in social and legal change. It requires the lawyer to reveal their own convictions about justice in particular circumstances and assume moral responsibility for those decisions. The moral activist is obliged to ‘do justice even if that involves changing or challenging the law’. To that end, the moral activist may behave in a similar way to the responsible lawyer in those instances where the law and legal processes coincide with the lawyer’s principles of justice. Similarly, where the moral activist believes in the justice of a particular client’s cause, she or he may behave in a way that bears some resemblance to the adversarial advocate. But the moral activist always assumes a more proactive role in the pursuit of self-defined justice than either adversarial advocate and responsible lawyer, and at the same time as this liberates the lawyer it also limits a comprehensive approach to legal practice because a commitment to justice is paramount. The final model, relational lawyering (or an ethics of care) proposed by Parker is much more comprehensive as it provides a greater focus on responsibility to client and relationship networks.

Relational lawyering, or an ethics of care, requires blending the practice of law with personal ethics. Rather than the focus on justice that moral activism suggests, relational lawyering focuses on the lawyer’s responsibility to people, their relationships and to the community. The ethics of care has been widely

37 Parker, above n 31, at 62.
38 Ibid, at 63.
40 Parker, above n 31, at 66.
41 Ibid, at 66.
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid, at 68.
44 Ibid.
argued by Carol Gilligan, who suggests that traditional ethical models have privileged masculine models of reasoning.\textsuperscript{45} Gender debates aside, the ethics of care influences the practice of law in three main ways. First, it requires lawyers to assume a holistic approach to legal practice and to consider the interests of both the client and of others. In other words, it acknowledges the social, moral and emotional elements in legal problems and the impact that any solution may have on the individual’s social network rather than focusing exclusively upon one individual.\textsuperscript{46} Second, it requires a dialogue between lawyer and client and what Parker characterises as a participatory approach to lawyering.\textsuperscript{47} This means that the lawyer-client relationship requires mutual trust and shared knowledge. Lawyers have a responsibility to ensure that clients understand ‘the consequences, cost and uncertainties associated with alternative courses of action available to them so that the client can choose which option to pursue in an informed way’.\textsuperscript{48} This means that lawyers need to devote sufficient time to listen to the contextual dimensions of the client’s life. Parker describes the relationship between the two as a partnership in which both parties are responsible for the outcomes. The lawyer does not tell the client what to do and the lawyer does not have to take a course of action demanded by a client when she or he feels it is not the right thing to do.\textsuperscript{49}

As a result of this holistic partnership between client and lawyer, it is more likely that both will seek ‘non-adversarial ways to resolve disputes and preserve relationships’.\textsuperscript{50} This preventative and problem solving approach is the third dimension to the practice of law by the relational lawyer.

As I suggested earlier, the fourth approach to legal ethics best describes how family lawyers seek to practice family law, although elements of the other three models are also present. Relational lawyering will be discussed now in relation to the findings from the data.

**Being child focused**

When asked whether they identify as being child focused most lawyers said they did ($n=34$). Of the lawyers who did not identify as child focused ($n=8$), almost all said they tried to teach their client to be more child focused ($n=7$).

The comparisons between the length of practice, percentage of family law work, and percentage devoted to children’s work was fairly consistent across the two groups (ie, child focused and not child focused), although practitioners who did not identify as child focused conducted slightly more work in children’s matters than lawyers who did identify as child focused.\textsuperscript{51} There was an even split between accredited ($n=4$) and non accredited lawyers ($n=4$) in the non child focused group, and a relatively even split in child focused

\textsuperscript{45} C Gilligan, \textit{In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women's Development}, Harvard University Press, 1982. While Gilligan does characterise an abstract justice focus as a masculine model of reasoning she also makes the point that both men and women can and do shift between justice and care perspectives.

\textsuperscript{46} Parker, above n 31, at 70.

\textsuperscript{47} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{48} Ibid, at 70.

\textsuperscript{49} Ibid, at 71.

\textsuperscript{50} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{51} It will be interesting to see whether this is the case in a larger sample.
group.\textsuperscript{52} There was a relatively even gender mix, slightly more females ($n=5$) than men ($n=3$) were non child focused, although it is important to bear in mind, we interviewed slightly more women than men. Not surprisingly, all of the child representatives interviewed ($n=5$) identified as child focused.

Considering that so many lawyers identify as child focused, it came as no surprise that the majority of lawyers see their duty to the child is as important as the duty to the court and client. Just over half of the participants considered their duty to the child equal to their duties to the court and client. There was very little difference between accredited and non-accredited specialists. While many lawyers agree that their duties to the court, client and child were equal they appeared to grapple with the tension about what their ethical responsibilities really entailed. Some lawyers considered their duty to the child was secondary to their duty to the court and client, some were uncertain and a couple of lawyers made it clear that if a choice was essential, their duty to the child would trump all other duties.

According to Parker’s typology, family lawyers in this study sought to fulfil all four models to differing degrees and this created a profound tension that they described as a conflict of interest. We asked lawyers how often they experienced a conflict between their duties. Half of the participants ($n=33$) said they experienced conflict occasionally ($n=21$), whereas one fifth experienced it often ($n=9$) and three stated that they experienced conflict all the time. All of the lawyers who said they experienced such conflicts described their practice of law in a way which was consistent with Parker’s notion of relational lawyering. These lawyers assumed that their practice of law violated legal practice rules, which they believed demanded a delicate balance between the ethical approach of the adversarial advocate and the responsible lawyer. Despite this apparent conflict, the child focused lawyers in the study demonstrated a level of self reflection that, to a great extent, overrode convention of adversarial advocate and responsible lawyer in their pursuit of child focused outcomes. This intuition is what Parker describes as the ethics of care. Child focused lawyers took a holistic approach to lawyering, built a relationship with the client and were committed to a caring approach to the matrix of relationships associated with the family dynamic, always mindful that the child must remain the central point of decision making. How they went about it will be described below.

\textbf{The relational lawyer}

Most family lawyers demonstrated an innate ability to be self-reflexive about their practice of law, and particularly about the importance of keeping the child the focus of the negotiations and resolution. As a result, most lawyers have developed strategies over time to try and facilitate that type of practice. These included being self reflexive, using language which always puts the child at the centre of discussions, educating clients that the child should be the focus of their attention and explaining the best interest principle to the client. One lawyer said:

\textsuperscript{52} Child focused accredited specialists ($n=19$) and Child focused non-accredited specialists ($n=15$).
Yes, I consider myself to be very child focused. All advice given to clients regarding children’s issues is influenced by what is in the best interests of the child.\textsuperscript{53}

Another lawyer said:

[I say to myself] What is the reality of this family, is it going to work?\textsuperscript{54}

Being self reflexive meant that rather than applying a ‘one fits all’ rule, lawyers assessed clients individually and then adapted their role as lawyer in light of the client’s circumstances. This required working in a collaborative way with the client. For example, one lawyer said:

Instead of an ‘I’m the expert and I will help you’ kind of relationship . . . [this is] a sort of a more team approach where you really do set some mutual, kind of, goal posts.\textsuperscript{55}

**Using language which always puts the child at the centre of discussions**

Child focused lawyers were very clear that they framed all their discussions with their client with a focus on the child. For example, one lawyer said:

The first thing that I do is always ask if there are children involved, [as] the first question . . . [in the] initial interview but always after that I say how are the children? Are there any issues in relation to the children . . . I just care that my client’s children are okay and I care that my clients are okay, so the first thing as a priority I ask them how are the children? Are you seeing the children? Are the children seeing you? Are there any issues in relation to the children? And then after I have dealt with that, in every interview, . . . I deal with all the children first, and then I deal with the property thing second.\textsuperscript{56}

Another lawyer said:

In relation to child matters the best interests of the child are the paramount concern of the court and therefore they are the paramount concern of all parties and if necessary you remind your client of that. Where necessary you advise your client of research regarding the impact on children of certain types of conduct by the parents and focus them on protecting the children from the impact of court proceedings.\textsuperscript{57}

In addition to keeping the child as the focus of the discussion, child focused lawyers also devote significant time educating their clients about being child focused themselves.

**Educating clients that the child should be the focus of their attention**

Most child focused lawyers said that while most parents really believe they are making decisions in the best interest of their children, in some cases they conflate the child’s interest with their own desires. As a result, lawyers attempt to educate and refocus their clients on the child. Sometimes this is explicit, as one lawyer said:

\textsuperscript{53} Transcript 33.
\textsuperscript{54} Transcript 10.
\textsuperscript{55} Transcript 26.
\textsuperscript{56} Transcript 17 (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{57} Transcript 9 (emphasis added).
Well, I guess the best interest principle is just a very general statement and it really depends on — it’s not so much the best interest principle which I think needs elaboration, it’s how clients are educated on it, because all too often they would sit across a table from you and vehemently state that what they are doing is in the best interest, but when you poke and you prod and you push and you dig, they generally — it’s quite obvious that there’s a lot of personal interest involved, and the trick then becomes exposing that to the client in a diplomatic and sensitive way so I don’t think the principle needs elaboration much more than that, I think maybe how we, as practitioners, explain it to clients could be worked on.58

Child focused lawyers also said that sometimes they needed to retrain their client to focus on the child. For example, one lawyer said:

It’s more indirect. I think it’s more about sifting through the child’s routine, the sleeping arrangements, how many times the child has been separated from mum, for example, as a young child, whether the child has ever slept away from home. So, it’s much more about factual information, that I then sift through without necessarily the client might know that’s the broad framework . . .59

Another lawyer said:

This approach comes with the territory when dealing with child related matters but is still applied when considering ostensibly non-child related matters such as property . . . the child deserves our best endeavours respect and attention.60

All but one of the lawyers interviewed said they always explained the best interest principle to their client.61

Explaining best interest principle to the client

Of the 41 lawyers who said they did explain the best interest principle, one did not explain the principle unless necessary, and one gave the client the legislation and explained the provisions, if necessary, ‘I say to them, “look” . . . the section of the Act says that the interest of the child is paramount consideration and then we talk . . .’.62 Only one lawyer as a matter of practice did not explain the best interest principle, but did structure all discussions around the language of the principle.

The explanations provided by lawyers fell into three broad categories. These include:

• informal explanation of the principle in a face to face discussion;
• providing the client with the legislative provisions and some explanation of what they mean;
• sending the client to counselling.

The first two methods of explanation involve some active engagement with the client, however, the third needs some qualification. All of the lawyers who said they send their clients off to counselling also used another way of
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58 Transcript 24 (emphasis added).
59 Transcript 10 (emphasis added).
60 Transcript 25 (emphasis added).
61 There was only one lawyer who did not explain the best interest principle as a matter of practice, however that lawyer did explain the principle ‘if the circumstances of the case warranted it’.
62 Transcript 4.
explaining the best interest principle. The use of counselling will be discussed later in this section.

Many lawyers said they addressed the best interest principle at the first interview. Others did so in subsequent interviews. Some lawyers also explained the best interest principle by educating the client about the court’s focus on the child. For example, one lawyer said:

I would, at some stage, usually very early in the proceedings . . . explain to them that if through discussions with their partner, they don’t resolve matters that a court will ultimately make a decision based on the best interest principles . . . I say that the advice that I give them about what is going happen is based on what will happen if they go to court.\(^{63}\)

Another lawyer said, ‘[m]y advice to clients is always what a “responsible” parent should do in the best interests of the child’.\(^{64}\)

Another lawyer said:

So the role of the lawyer at the outset is to set the scene of the conduct of future proceedings and conduct [the] relationship between the parents. And it is to identify the roles and responsibilities of the parents, to shield the children from the conflict that the parents have undergone and will continue to undergo whilst dealing with this process of separating.\(^{65}\)

As mentioned, some lawyers preferred to provide an informal explanation of the principle by highlighting specific aspects of their client’s case. For example, one lawyer said:

I don’t show them the Act, but I just point out that the Act says this and that these are the factors that the court takes into account when considering the best interests of the child and I explain to them the difference between their rights as a parent and their responsibility and the rights of children to enjoy both parents, to enjoy contact with both parents knowing both parents. But 9 times out of 10 I will actually go through the 68F(2) factors and explain to them . . ..\(^{66}\)

Half of the lawyers interviewed actually gave their client a copy of the legislation to highlight the specific facts in their client’s matter. For example, one lawyer said:

I usually get the legislation out, put the legislation on the desk and we talk about it and put it into simple English and go through examples of thing . . . Most lawyers also provided an explanation of the relevant principles.\(^{67}\)

Another lawyer said:

Well, [more] often than not I actually drag out the relevant sections of the Act and also make reference to the United Nations Convention relating to children. It depends on the circumstances, if it’s a relocation matter, I will go through the case law and explain what is the case law [sic] and why the courts have made their decision.\(^{68}\)

---
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Some lawyers said they use the legislation as a way of empowering their clients to make their own decisions. For example, one lawyer said:

I certainly do explain the principle . . . I often will show them and/or give them section 68F and walk them through the ingredients that make up how the court makes that decision and identify in their case what might be the relevant ones and try to keep the discussion, not parent them, but keep helping the parent become aware of what the impact on the child might have been of certain behaviours or whatever they might have seen.[sic] And I ask them to give me examples, you know, that’s often very hard, people will often say ‘Well it’s in the best interests for the child to be with me’ so, helping them to sort of give me the evidence and the event that leads to that conclusion. Don’t tell me the conclusion, tell me the things that lead to that conclusion."\textsuperscript{69}

The importance of providing clients with knowledge about the law is just one strategy adopted by lawyers to manage potential conflicts. In addition to this, most lawyers also ensure they develop a frank and open communication dialogue with their clients.

**Ensuring frank and open communication with clients**

While many lawyers think it is important to be frank and open with clients, once again the way they go about it is very different. Some lawyers, particularly experienced family lawyers, develop strategies around a client’s idiosyncrasies. For example, one lawyer said:

If a client wasn’t acting in the best interest of the child I would spend a lot of time looking at what is the fear that’s motivating the client. Okay, at a fundamental operating basis we do things through two higher levels. One is we do things through fear and we do things through love. And is something in the best interest of the child or not in the best interest of the child. Is it coming from a love background or a fear background? Many instances following divorce, it’s motivated be a fear: a loss, an anger, you know, sadness, madness is motivating some alternate agenda. So it’s really identifying those agendas to actually look at them changing that belief system. Often children are used as pawns, unintentionally but often intentionally, and it’s attempting to refocus back from fear to you’re ok and looking at the issues ahead. So it’s a refocusing back, at all times, to the long-term picture.\textsuperscript{70}

In the course of being open and frank with clients, lawyers also see themselves as having a role to educate their clients on how to be child focused.

**Educating clients**

Taking on an additional role as an educator on how to be more child focused is an effort made by many lawyers to maintain the fine balance between conflicting duties. For example, one lawyer said:

I spend a significant amount of time with my clients ‘explaining’ about how parents can be child focused, and also the effects of separation on children.\textsuperscript{71}

Another lawyer said:

Another technique I would use then . . . the second category of technique I would use would be to counsel them about the likely impact on the child from this behaviour.
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and in that area or that scenario I would be referring them to proven research that I might be aware of about how this conduct usually plays out in the child’s mind and in the child’s future development.  

As well as assuming an educative role, lawyers are very proactive with referrals to counsellors and parenting course.

**Referring clients to counselling and parenting courses**

Many lawyers said referring clients to counselling and parenting courses was standard practice for all new clients, ‘I always suggest that they seek counselling’. Another lawyer said:

> It’s just that the whole context of litigation is not in the best interest of the child. So for me personally and my firm, the children’s issues are ones in which we heavily utilise counselling services, not go and have one appointment, we talk to our clients and tell them to have substantial numbers of counselling appointments and for significant periods of time on each occasion. We’re of the view that a 2-3 hour appointment on each occasion is probably more beneficial than you know, an hour every third to fourth week. So around that we believe that there is a far better alternative to litigation, although, there are instances where there is no alternative but to litigate.  

Another lawyer said:

> We would be very [lost] if we didn’t have access to counsellors and to other services, because they’re our biggest assistance . . . It’s the old, lead the horse to water thing . . . So you take them to [the counsellor] or send them to some other counsellor and hope that that might get some realisation about stuff that way.  

Lawyers said they used counselling as a way of directing a parent to focus on the child’s interests rather than his or her own. For example, one lawyer said:

> I’ll send them to counselling but without being directly critical of what they’re doing I’ll suggest that I think the best thing for both parties to do is to go to counselling to talk about what might be in the best interests of their child because I’m not a social worker and I’m not qualified to assess or give them advice about what is in the best interests of their child in their family situation I’d say that to them very clearly and tell them that the court is going to want to know what is in their child’s best interests and want to see that they’ve given adequate and proper consideration to those issues. The best way to demonstrate that to the court and to consider those things themselves is to go to counselling and some guidance from people who are qualified.  

Another lawyer said:

> I usually refer them to counselling agencies and parenting courses . . . Often I face a lot of opposition with that and they obviously don’t like it and as a practitioner you have to tread carefully, but I certainly always emphasise the interest of the children

---
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are the paramount consideration and that they might not like that that means a
different outcome to what they might like.\textsuperscript{76}

Child focused lawyers also used similar types of strategies when
negotiating with a self represented litigant,\textsuperscript{77} although our research clearly
demonstrated that lawyers were more likely to be adversarial when
negotiating with a self represented litigant rather than another colleague.\textsuperscript{78}

\textbf{Balancing competing duties between court, client and child}

Most lawyers who demonstrate a commitment to child focused practice
believe that they must maintain a fine balance between their duties and that
often this involved oscillating between competing ethical approaches,
particularly the \textit{adversarial advocate} and responsible lawyer on the one hand
and the relational lawyer on the other. One lawyer said:

I definitely believe that legislatively and ethically we are all supposed to be working
towards what is in the best interests of the child. I believe that all family law
practitioners have to balance up the [sometimes] competing interests; that of
\textit{working under the instructions} of each individual client, of being an officer of the
court and of \textit{considering what is in the best interests of the child/children}. I try to be
a self-reflective practitioner and to be aware of these different factors when acting
in Family Law matters.\textsuperscript{79}

Another lawyer said:

Yes, I do consider myself to be child focused, but the \textit{extent and relative importance
of that focus will vary} from case to case according to the facts and issues in each
particular case and the party for whom I am acting.\textsuperscript{80}

Some lawyers said that when a conflict arose they believed it was a matter
of thinking about what their duties actually entailed and then making a
decision. One lawyer said:

If I had to put them in an order, I would say that you have in children’s matters you
have an equal duty to all three because as an officer of the court, you have to \textit{give
the court accurate information} to enable them to do their job. You have \textit{an
obligation to your client}. That’s very clear, but because of the nature of the
legislation, if issues arise, or we become aware of issues in relation to the children
you have an \textit{ethical and a legal obligation} to advise certain departments and file
relevant child abuse notices under the legislation in relation to the children.\textsuperscript{81}

While some lawyers held more traditional views of a lawyer’s duty to the
court and client, they still made it clear that being child focused was utmost
in their mind. For example, one lawyer said:

As a matter of law, I owe a duty to my client first, and then to the court. As a matter
of law when I am an advocate in court, my first duty [is] to the court then the client.
\textit{As a matter of practice, I keep the interest of the child uppermost in my mind} and
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I engage with my client and actually explain to them how their actions impact on their child and what is best practice what is the standard sort of order that is made and I endeavour to get the clients to take a child focused approach in their dealing with the matter.\textsuperscript{82}

And another lawyer said:

Certainly the court and certainly the client and I think the child comes . . . I don't know that I owe [a duty to the child] but I certainly try to think about the most child focused way of achieving that. And the impact on children in various decisions . . . so, it's not an official duty but I factor that in . . . \textsuperscript{85}

As much as some lawyers considered they are child focused, and make all attempts to ensure their clients remain child focused, in the end they felt pressured to take the traditional path of court/client duty. One lawyer said:

I would give them strong advice in relation to their position and in relation to what I would expect the court would order but still accept their instructions as their instructions.\textsuperscript{84}

One lawyer did not take adversarial advocacy as a strict approach, but in the end believed it was the correct approach for them:

Yes, I do [consider myself to be child focused], but not at the expense of my client. I will ‘reality test’ with my client and endeavour to educate them, but I act on their instructions after canvassing possible interpretations of their decisions or conduct re child matters.\textsuperscript{85}

Some lawyers proactively seek to get a client to understand the dilemma by conflicting duties:

\textit{I would always reality test the clients’ wishes}, the clients’ wish list to what might be a likely court order, and that’s my point of reference. I would always say a court order is something that would be the yard stick of what might be in the best interest of the child. So we’re really comparing what the client wants versus what a court might be likely to order and I’m always very keen to introduce that comparison at the first opportunity to interview with the client.\textsuperscript{86}

As the data suggests, practising an ethics of care means that family lawyers adopt an ethical approach that does not always sit comfortably with traditional approaches such as adversarial advocacy and responsible lawyering.

However there were also lawyers interviewed who expressed a greater desire to use their position in the legal system as an advocate for the child, this suggests that some of the lawyers were willing to adopt a moral activist approach to lawyering.

**Moral activism**

A couple of lawyers made it clear that in the event where a choice was necessary, their duty to the child would trump all others. For instance, one of those lawyers said:
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My feeling is, my ultimate duty is to the child... Obviously I don’t take instructions from the child, I take instructions from the client, but you know, I think ultimately you pay most attention to what is the best thing for the child.87

A few lawyers described their duty to the child as a moral duty which fits within the ethical approach of the moral activist. Like the relational lawyer, the moral activist reads ethical duties broadly, particularly when the lawyer believes strongly in a particular course of action. The moral activist will seek to counsel the client about these issues and if unable to reach some compromise will withdraw from acting for a party. A significant number of lawyers interviewed said they would not hesitate to withdraw from representing a parent who they perceived was acting in a way which would jeopardise the best interest of the child.88 For example, one lawyer said:

I’d tell my client that they were not acting in the best interests of the child and I tell them why I don’t think they’re acting in the best interests of the child and if necessary I stop acting for people who don’t act in the best interests of their children.89

Another lawyer said:

Well the first step I would say, would be to tell them that I didn’t think that what they were proposing was in the best interest of the child and recommend that they take another course. And if I felt that there was a significant conflict there or that what they were proposing was quite improper then I’d tell them that I’d no longer be prepared to act for them.90

These lawyers made it clear that withdrawing from a case was not an easy decision. They were mindful of their duty to the client and the financial implications of withdrawing from a client and said that ceasing to act would be the last option. For example, one lawyer said:

I would have to point out to my client that the course they were proposing was not in the best interest of the child, that if they continued down that course, they were damaging their case and that they would have to reconsider their position. And in an extreme case, I would have to point out to the client that they were not acting [in the best interest of the child]... I would have to terminate the retainer.91

Focusing on the best interest of the child is paramount to most of these lawyers, for example, one lawyer said:

If I find that the actions of the client are not in the best interest of the child then I will be inclined to warn the client, as I have done [before], in recent times I have ceased to act for two people because I felt their actions weren’t appropriate and the same thing would apply. I would say if you don’t feel that we could deal with it in a more sensible manner or a manner that is consistent with paramount consideration given to the needs of the child, then I would consider no longer acting for you and give them an opportunity to seek other legal representation.92

And another lawyer said:
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I would advise them that if they didn’t take my advice then I would have to withdraw from the case and I would have to advise them that I do have a statutory duty to document it if I think that they are in danger of hurting themselves or other people and it’s a serious offence.\(^{93}\)

All of these moral activist lawyers engaged in an active counselling role with the client and said that they encouraged an open and frank communication style with clients. These lawyers said they are often very frank with clients when their instructions clash with the lawyer’s perceived duty to the child. For example, one lawyer said:

*I tell my clients at the outset* that it is all about the children and what is in their best interest.\(^{94}\)

A second said:

In the course of that function [balancing conflicting duties] I see it as my role to *ensure the client is acting in the child’s best interest and if they are not, telling them so ...*\(^{95}\)

While a third stated that:

I would probably *tell them fairly bluntly* if they are proposing something we think is *unreasonable.*\(^{96}\)

In some instances, lawyers are so committed to being child focused that they put the obligation to the child above all other obligations. One lawyer said:

I don’t take instructions from the child, *but in the end* I have to ensure that *my attention is directed to what is the best thing for the child.*\(^{97}\)

**Conclusion**

As stated earlier, a nuanced understanding of how family lawyers approach the legal and ethical tensions inherent in their work has been missing from the literature and from the public discourse. The aim of this research was to provide empirical evidence of how family lawyers practice law in children’s matters and to build an understanding of what they think it means to be child focused. Because family law discourse has been dominated by discussions about the primacy of the child and the negative impact of an adversarial process on relationships, assumptions about what motivates lawyers in the family law system have permeated all levels of the discourse. This article has provided some empirical evidence that demonstrates that family lawyers who identify as child focused believe they are performing a delicate balancing act that challenges their ethical judgement and professional responsibilities.

As this research was conducted prior to the 2006 reforms it provides us with a valuable benchmark about how lawyers were actually engaging with the child focused agenda in their practice of law and gives impetus to pursue an
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understanding of what being child focused actually means to different stakeholders. Further research is currently being undertaken to gain a greater understanding of child focused practice in the broader family law paradigm. For family lawyers this further investigation should provide more substantive evidence as to the types of assistance lawyers seek to assist them in their pursuit of child focused outcomes. This may be in the form of education and training or reviews of current regulatory regimes.

Despite the prominence given to the discourse of child focused and child inclusive practices, it is important to give equal attention to the impact that the changes have had on other stakeholders in the family breakdown sector. It is not yet clear whether the new reforms will increase or decrease the legal and ethical tensions experienced by family lawyers, but being armed with more knowledge about practical experiences provides a more balanced place to start that examination. It is hoped that these research findings will inform the ongoing debates and contribute to the development of practices which enhance outcomes for children.

98 The author is currently undertaking postdoctoral research in this area. The research includes a study of understandings about the competing visions and constraints of child focused practice across the family law sector.